Figure 1. ICONATE is a system, including an interactive interface and a computational pipeline, for compound icon generation and ideation. Given an input text query such as "eco tech education" (A), our system will provide a list of diverse, automatically generated compound icon suggestions (B). Suggestions can then be customized through the interface, according to semantics (C), space/layout (D), and style (E) features. The system facilitates iterative design by bookmarking in-progress designs (F). The beige overlays in this figure highlight the interface elements relevant to each interaction.

ABSTRACT
Compound icons are prevalent on signs, webpages, and infographics, effectively conveying complex and abstract concepts, such as "no smoking" and "health insurance", with simple graphical representations. However, designing such icons requires experience and creativity, in order to efficiently navigate the semantics, space, and style features of icons. In this paper, we aim to automate the process of generating icons given compound concepts, to facilitate rapid compound icon creation and ideation. Informed by ethnographic interviews with professional icon designers, we have developed ICONATE, a novel system that automatically generates compound icons based on textual queries and allows users to explore and customize the generated icons. At the core of ICONATE is a computational pipeline that automatically finds commonly used icons for sub-concepts and arranges them according to inferred conventions. To enable the pipeline, we collected a new dataset, Compicon1k, consisting of 1000 compound icons annotated with semantic labels (i.e., concepts). Through user studies, we have demonstrated that our tool is able to automate or accelerate the compound icon design process for both novices and professionals.
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INTRODUCTION
Icons, as a universal language, appear everywhere in our daily lives – from human-computer interfaces to human-to-human interactions.
communication. They are one of the most simple and efficient ways to convey a message [19, 20, 31]. To transmit complex information, an icon is often composed of simpler sub-icons, corresponding to basic, easily-recognizable concepts. We refer to such an icon as a Compound Icon. For example, the icon for "business contract" in Figure 2(d) is composed of a "dollar sign" for business, "lock" for security, and "clipboard" for contract. Road signs and maps use compound icons to point drivers in the direction of food and other necessities, while webpages and infographics use compound icons to guide viewers quickly to the topics that they care about.

However, creating effective compound icons is a challenging task, since a well-designed icon should be both understandable and aesthetically pleasing. It involves considerations of how to represent each sub-component, how to lay them out, and how to arrive at a cohesive design. Novices can get overwhelmed by hundreds of options. Even professionals with design knowledge and extensive experience often turn to diverse resources (to find inspirational or referential icons) and create many iterations before coming up with the final icon.

In this work, our goal is to provide intelligent design support for creating compound icons given input compound concepts (e.g., "flight ticket" or "baby care"), while facilitating rapid exploration and ideation. To gain insights from existing icon design processes, we conducted semi-structured interviews with professional designers with extensive icon design experience. We learned that designers begin with an inspiration and ideation phase, searching for existing visual metaphors semantically associated with the target concepts ("Semantics"). Once the visual metaphors have been identified, designers start iterating on multiple icon designs to create a final representation to convey the compound concept. They do so by repurposing or combining existing icons that are stylistically compatible ("Style") and arranging them in a cohesive layout ("Space") to convey the intended meaning. They gather feedback from teammates to continue the iterative design process.

To mimic the professional design process, we introduce ICONATE: a novel system to support compound icon design, which given a compound text query, automatically generates a set of diverse compound icon proposals, and allows a user to iterate on the final design. The core idea behind this system lies in our 3S icon design framework consisting of Semantics, Style, and Space components. We implemented a computational pipeline based on this framework that combines constituent icons together to represent compound concepts.

To enable the computational pipeline, we constructed new datasets. First, to search for semantically compatible constituent icons given a text query (Semantics), we curated a 152-concept constituent icon vocabulary (IconVoc152), by consolidating concepts from multi-language picture-naming studies [49], universal Emoji conventions [1], and existing icon collections [2]. For the pipeline to learn to combine constituent icons together in a stylistically and spatially compatible way (Style and Space), we also constructed a dataset of annotated compound icons (Compicon1k). We evaluated the feasibility of ICONATE by testing it on professionals and novices. Our user studies suggest that ICONATE succeeds as an ideation tool for professionals and is an efficient icon creation tool for novices.

The contributions of this work include:

1. ICONATE, a system that facilitates ideation and iteration for compound icon design. The system design is based on our "3S" framework (i.e., Semantics, Style, and Space), inspired by interviews with professional designers.

2. A computational pipeline that powers the system by automatically generating icon proposals given a user-defined text query.

3. A data collection process and annotation tool that enable the construction of datasets for the computational pipeline:

   a) IconVoc152: consisting of 152 basic universal concepts, as the building blocks for compound icons.

   b) Compicon1k: consisting of 1000 compound icons corresponding to compound concepts, each one segmented into constituent icon parts that map to basic concepts in IconVoc152.

**RELATED WORK**

**Visual Language**

In this paper, we see icons as an expressive visual language for communicating abstract concepts. We provide an automatic approach through which text queries are converted into icons. Related prior work that has considered abstract visual symbols as an expressive language includes: Khandekar et al.’s investigation of Emoji as a form of communication in a mobile social app [22], Zitnick et al.’s abstract clipart scenes to represent text stories [55, 56], and Chilton et al.’s crowd-driven pipelines for creating visual metaphors starting with text input [12]. Icons have also been shown to be effective supplements to text and data, making information visualizations more attention-grabbing and memorable [3, 4, 5, 18].

---

1The icons included in this paper were obtained from the Noun Project (https://thenounproject.com/) by paying for a NounPro subscription, which provides a royalty-free license to the downloaded icons. While we plan to share the icon vocabulary we curated, including all the meta-data and icon URLs, we will not share the icons themselves, to abide by the terms of use of the website.

2The project website: http://nxzhao.com/projects/ICONATE/
Design Exploration

Design tools are essential for creative professionals, enabling them to express ideas in a variety of forms such as illustrations, typography, logos, and icons. Traditional graphic design tools such as Adobe Illustrator provide a slew of features, ensuring flexibility in design to enhance the user’s creative freedom. However, design processes in these tools still remain mostly manual, hampering rapid design iterations.

Quickly iterating through diverse alternatives is key to a better design outcome [6]. To aid this exploration process, many research projects have been devoted to providing computational support in design tools. This includes supporting low-level design decisions such as intelligent snapping [13], selection of complex nested elements [52], content-aware color palettes [21], and font search by semantic attributes [40].

Other research investigates ways to support high-level design tasks from ideation to layouts and design feedback. “Example galleries” can serve as a source for design inspiration such as looking for similar styles [42], adapting components from existing examples [26, 48], or automatically repurposing the examples with new content [24]. Another line of work centers on supporting the exploration of alternative layouts based on spatial and contextual constraints [35, 39, 51]. Others have also studied task-level action suggestions to rapidly explore different visual effects [16] or providing design feedback based on visual saliency [7] or through crowdsourcing [32].

The design of the ICONATE interface drew inspiration from the existing tools. However, we specifically focus on icon design rather than general graphic design and also consider multiple design factors (i.e., 3S icon design framework: Semantics, Style, and Space) rather than a single one.

Design Synthesis

Key to our 3S framework and the resulting computational pipeline is the semantics-driven selection of components that are compatible in layout and style. Here, we discuss the work most relevant to these design challenges.

Semantics. Early studies on using visual concepts [43] focused on the generation and usage of icons in graphical interfaces. Chang et al. [8, 9, 10] defined formal specifications for icon generation systems. Lin [29] studied design styles to successfully go from shape, image or function features to representational, abstract, or arbitrary icons. In comparison, our goal is not to come up with a formal system, but rather one that supports the icon design workflow. Cheng et al. [11] introduced Semantical Visual Templates for querying image repositories based on visual concepts. These templates emerge from a two-way interaction between the user and the system, capturing the most successful queries for a concept. Setlur and Mackinlay [45] used natural language processing to automatically propose sets of coherent and meaningful icons for data visualizations. Madan et al. [34] learned a mapping between text tags and icons in infographics for summarization into visual hashtags.

Style. Style transfer for images is currently an active research area [27]. However, icons show higher degrees of abstraction, remaining an open and challenging problem [34]. Style similarity metrics for vector illustrations based on handcrafted features [17] and for icons based on deep features [25] have been presented. Unlike these approaches which group icons by semantics (e.g., house icons together with similar house icons), our approach specifically disregards the semantic categories to learn a notion of style that can match different semantics together (e.g., a house icon with a style-compatible dog icon, for a professional-looking "dog house" icon). We thus train a new metric using deep features to find compatible icons to combine in our system.

Space. Qiang et al. [41] introduced a method to composite graphical elements in scientific posters. Zheng et al. [54] proposed a deep generative model to synthesize layouts based on the visual and textual semantics of user inputs. Li et al. [28] solved the layout problem in a more generally applicable space without being constrained to a single type of design. More similarly, Setlur et al. [44] extracted the context of a file to generate a representative icon using heuristic rules. Machida et al. [33] analyzed song lyrics to extract different topics and sentiments, and assigned to them existing icons and images for visualization. In contrast, ICONATE targets more abstract and universal icons, learned from universally recognizable semantics and current conventions. Liu et al. [30] focused on generating and editing the same types of icons as ours but without considering the semantic relationships between parts. This work could complement our system in terms of generating new icons from images, and suggesting more complex edits to the resulting compound designs.

UNDERSTANDING ICON DESIGN PRACTICE

In order to understand designers’ current processes and design considerations in creating novel compound icons, we conducted rapid ethnographic interviews [37] with professional designers who had icon design experience.

Procedure and Tasks

We interviewed three professional designers: P1 (Senior Experience Designer, 11 years of experience), P2 (Senior Product Designer, 9 years), and P3 (User Experience Designer, 7 years of experience). P1 is a male in the 25-34 age range, works at a large company (> 10,000 employees), and makes icons on a daily basis. P2 is a male in the 35-44 age range, works at a small company (< 100 employees), and makes icons on a weekly basis. P3 is a male in the 25-34 age range, works at a large company (> 10,000 employees), and makes icons on a weekly basis. Each interview, conducted via video call, lasted approximately 45 minutes and was moderated by a user experience researcher. Each participant was paid $75 (for two sessions) and completed a semi-structured interview, which probed the designer’s workflow, motivations, tools, experiences, and concluded with a step-by-step walkthrough of a recent icon design project of theirs.

Observations

Ideation. Designers often create compound icons by combining multiple simple icons together. How often? P3: “Frequently!”; P2: “Most of our icons have this duality, of trying to convey two different concepts at once.”; P1: “We remix, look
When creating a new compound icon, all three designers begin with (i) ideating on semantics that may be associated with the concepts they are trying to convey (e.g., a rocket to represent launching a venture, a lightbulb to represent a bright intern, etc.) and (ii) searching existing image and icon repositories to get inspiration for how those concepts have been previously visualized. 2/3 designers mentioned using The Noun Project, 3/3 designers mentioned using Google. P1: "If a metaphor comes up many times, it may indicate that it works for people." (e.g., using an icon of "hands" to represent "care").

Iteration. Once the visual metaphors have been identified, the next step is to create a single representation. P1: "Making something new rarely happens. Existing icons are frequently repurposed." P2 commented that getting an icon to convey multiple concepts at once can be tricky. Feedback from others might be that the icon is "too vague on one topic over another". P3: "the goal is to create recall for the user, yet do something different." Designers consider style compatibility, style consistency for brand identity, layout, and layering. For example, P2 tries to "make things balanced" when combining different icons. All the designers work to make/find icons with consistent style features (e.g., stroke width and fill color).

Validation. Ultimately, the icon needs to be correctly understood by its target audience. To gather feedback, designers turn to their teams or other members of their company. There may be some back-and-forth with the client. If designing for universal use, cross-cultural and language differences need to be accounted for. In some cases there might be some basic testing online with 100 different people (P2), but in other cases the design team votes on the final design (P1), or the voting moves beyond the design team, but remains internal to the company (P3). All three designers commented that most of their external validation comes not from user testing, but from comparing their work to how other expert designers have represented related concepts elsewhere (i.e., common conventions in existing icon repositories).

Lessons
Interestingly, most icon design falls into the hands of generalists that work on different kinds of graphic and user experience design, rather than specialized icon designers. Professional designers turn to existing icon repositories and books for guidance and inspiration (e.g., [14, 15, 19]). Our main lessons from the interviews were:

L1. Compound icons are common. To create a compound icon, designers begin by brainstorming a set of associated basic concepts to compose together ("Semantics").

L2. Designers turn to existing icon repositories to get a sense of how various concepts have typically been visually represented in the past. This serves as external validation for their final design choices. Simpler icons, corresponding to basic, easily-recognizable concepts are remixed together.

L3. A few variants are created after several iterations, and the final selections are made based on multiple considerations: whether the intended meaning is evoked, whether the icon maintains brand identity, and how the icon will look in the final context and at different scales ("Style" and "Space").

3S ICON DESIGN FRAMEWORK
Based on the lessons from the expert interviews as well as our literature survey, we developed the 3S framework, a fundamental guideline for building tools to support the icon design process. Three key design considerations in this framework include semantics, style, and space, each of which can be tackled separately. Below, we outline each design consideration, why it is important, and how it might be challenging to implement. In the following sections, we will present our own particular implementation of this framework, called ICONATE.

Semantics. The semantics of an icon are the set of visual metaphors that can be used to represent the icon [23]. In order to ensure that a compound icon conveys its intended meaning, it is imperative to find visual metaphors that accurately portray the relevant concepts, as highlighted in our expert interviews. This step is particularly challenging because the semantic concept an icon represents may not be a direct translation of the visual object itself. For instance, a hand icon may represent "protection" or "insurance" (as in Figure 2b) rather than the physical body part, and the dollar sign may represent "business" (Figure 2d) rather than the type of currency. A design tool should support users in mapping abstract concepts (e.g., "secure") to visual metaphors (e.g., a lock or a shield).

Style. The style of a compound icon is the set of visual features characterizing the representation of the icon. Icon style can span a spectrum from abstract to realistic representations and can also vary in lower level features, such as stroke or fill types. An icon is rarely used alone but appears together among other icons to establish a visual language in the intended domain (e.g., brand marketing or a menu in a computer system). As a result, it becomes crucial to maintain style consistency. A design tool should support generating style-compatible icons.

Space. The space of a compound icon includes the spatial juxtapositions (layout) of visual elements, which are often also icons. Conventional layout design principles such as symmetry and alignment can apply to icon design. However, the relative positions of visual elements within a compound icon can convey a meaning. For instance, a hand positioned below a house can indicate house insurance while a different arrangement may have an alternative meaning or lack thereof. Designers must consider intricate spatial interactions between different icons to create a meaningful compound icon. A design tool should provide scaffolding for layout decisions based on both spatial semantics and conventional design principles.

ICONATE
We use the 3S framework as a basis for the design of our ICONATE system. Our main goal is to facilitate the icon design process by providing automatic assistance for creating compound icons to represent compound concepts. We mainly focus on addressing the challenging and tedious problem of generating and rapidly exploring design alternatives. In this
section, we provide an overview of our system. We will discuss the dataset and computational pipeline that power the ICONATE system in the following sections.

The ICONATE interface (Figure 1) has three main components: 1) a search interface for ideating on semantically-meaningful icon candidates, 2) a canvas for customizing and refining the style and space of the resulting icons, and 3) a bookmarking capability for capturing design variations, following professional workflows and the principle of iterative design.

**Ideating on icon semantics.** To retrieve candidate icons, a user types a textual query corresponding to a compound concept like "eco tech education" (Figure 1A). The interface then suggests compound icons generated by the computational pipeline (Figure 1B), as well as a textual list of basic concepts associated with the compound concept. The user can toggle which basic concepts they would like to be included/excluded from the final compound icon suggestions (Figure 1C), and the interface updates the suggestions accordingly. The user can retrieve additional suggestions by scrolling down to the bottom of the suggestion list. The user can select any of the suggested icons for further customization and refinement.

**Refining style and space.** On the canvas, a user can select a different arrangement of the constituent icons inside the final compound icon – keeping the same icons, but only modifying their relative positions and sizes (Figure 1D). Alternatively, a user can select a different style for one of the constituent icons, while keeping the other constituent icons unchanged (Figure 1E). On the main canvas, the user selects a constituent icon, and the pipeline suggests alternative style variants. Once the user accepts a new style from the suggestion panel, the icon on the canvas updates. The user can also directly manipulate the positions and sizes of the constituent icons, for greater control and freedom.
Iterating through design variants. Throughout the ideation and refinement process, a user can bookmark icons for later reference (Figure 1F). This functionality can be used to capture the evolution of a particular design, as it is refined, or to save a few variants (as an “idea board”). The user can retrieve a bookmark to continue iterating on that design at any point. For any advanced icon refinements that our tool does not currently support (e.g., stroke or color editing), the user can easily export the icons in SVG format, to be imported into other graphic design tools.

DATA COLLECTION
In this section, we introduce the datasets collected to enable our computational pipeline.

Constituent Icon Vocabulary (IconVoc152)
Our first step was to find a manageable but comprehensive set of concept “building blocks” (e.g., house, umbrella, person) that can be recombined to form a large diversity of compound icons (e.g., “house insurance”, “rainy day”). To do this, we turned to multiple sources, including psycholinguistic studies and existing icon repositories.

Initializing from picture-naming datasets. To make sure our basic concepts map to recognizable icons across different languages, we turned to datasets that have previously been used for picture-naming tasks in the psycholinguistic literature. We started with the UCAL corpus [50] by selecting the concepts with 100% visual categorization accuracy, and at least 90% object naming accuracy across seven different languages in the International Picture Naming Project (IPNP) [49]. This produced an initial icon vocabulary of 93 concepts.

Growing to include icon-specific concepts. The IPNP and UCAL datasets built on much earlier psycholinguistic work and are missing some emerging concepts related to technology (e.g., computer screen, cell phone) and common symbols (e.g., checkmark, prohibited). To test and extend our initial icon vocabulary, we ran several rounds of icon annotation, by asking human participants to label the constituent icons within randomly sampled compound icons (study details described below). We grew our initial vocabulary by including new concepts that participants used repeatedly, while merging synonyms. Our vocabulary doubled in size to 211 concepts.

Shrinking down to commonly-used icon concepts. In the final step, to ensure that the concepts we include are useful as icons, we kept only the concepts that could be found in either the full Unicode Emoji list (v12.0) or in Microsoft’s PowerPoint (v16.27), two popular repositories of icons. Our final icon vocabulary, IconVoc152, contains 152 concepts. This icon vocabulary along with all of the meta-data inherited from previous studies and other resources is provided together with this paper, made openly available to the research community.

Using the categories found in PowerPoint’s icon lists and the Emoji taxonomy as inspiration, we classified our 152 icon concepts into 18 categories, each containing 3 to 23 concepts shown in Figure 3. Please find more details in the appendix.

Compound Icons Dataset (Compicon1k)
For our computational pipeline to be able to assemble constituent icons together in semantically, stylistically and spatially consistent ways, we reuse design knowledge (i.e., conventions) encoded in existing compound icons. Towards this purpose, we manually curated a set of compound concepts and collected the corresponding compound icons. We then annotated these icons using an interface developed specifically for this purpose.

Compound Concepts. Three authors curated a list of compound concepts composed of concepts from the constituent icon vocabulary. Each compound concept was searched on the Noun Project and 1–5 different icons representing the compound concept were selected for download. We collected a total of 1000 compound icons for our Compicon1k dataset (some examples are provided in Figure 2). Each of our IconVoc152 basic concepts appeared in at least three, and an average of 13, compound icons (with the exception of 8 concepts like “camel” and “gorilla”, which are not commonly part of existing compound icons and had fewer instances). The most common concept, “person”, appeared in 190 compound icons.

Compound Icon Annotation. Each icon in Compicon1k was segmented into constituent icons using a novel icon annotation interface (interested readers may find additional details in the appendix and supplementary video). To label the Compicon1k, two external annotators (recruited through mailing lists) and one author annotated the full Compicon1k dataset. Annotators watched a few short videos with a demo of the annotation interface. The annotation process included two rounds. The first round of annotation was open-vocabulary, and annotators were free to type any word when annotating a constituent icon. This annotation round helped to refine the constituent icon vocabulary from the previous section. After the constituent icon vocabulary was finalized, the second annotation round constrained annotators to only existing vocabulary words via an auto-complete functionality added to the interface. The annotators were able to label miscellaneous, undefined areas as “others”. Another author double-checked all of the annotations to remove inconsistent labeling.

As a resource for the research and design communities, we will make our list of 1000 compound icons (URLs corresponding to the Noun Project icons) available, as well as the human-generated segmentations of all the icons (in CSV form).

COMPUTATIONAL PIPELINE
Given a compound concept as text input, our computational pipeline aims to generate a ranked list of compound icons by
Figure 6. Our computational pipeline learns about semantics, style, and space from annotated data. (1) Semantics: hand can be used to represent insurance; (2) Style: hand in A is more style-compatible to the house in A than the hand in B; (3) Space: hand is often placed below other objects to indicate protection and insurance.

considering three main factors: semantics, style, and space. More specifically, we assume that each compound concept (e.g., house insurance) can be decomposed into basic concepts (house, insurance), and each basic concept can be represented by a single constituent icon (house, hand). We collected at least 5 icons for each basic concept in IconVoc152 from the Noun Project. To learn to combine these constituent icons in compatible ways, we turn to examples of existing compound icons to guide the semantics, style, and space of our generated results. By treating annotated compound icons in Compicon1k as templates (Figure 6), our pipeline can leverage existing conventions to create new compound icons outside of the existing dataset. The pipeline is shown in Figure 4.

Semantic Compatibility
A single icon may be used to represent multiple concepts, while the mappings from concepts to icons requires additional knowledge and familiarity with icons. Therefore, we manually curated a concept map: a dictionary of 500 concept mappings (e.g., the concept "eco" can be represented with "leaf" or "tree", "insurance" with a "shield", "umbrella", or "hand", etc.). This way, when the user types query concepts in the ICONATE interface (Figure 1A), if any of those concepts do not exist in IconVoc152, we can perform a look-up in the concept map to determine which icons should be suggested to the user. We further extended our concept map using the WordNet [38] hierarchy by associating the basic concept to its parent and grandparent nodes. For example, we connected "offspring" and "child" to "baby". If the query does not exist in the concept map, we look for the nearest neighbor (NN) concept that exists in our dictionary, using cosine distance D in the Word2Vec embedding space [36]. We define the following semantics compatibility score for a generated compound icon C:

\[
\mathcal{S}_{\text{semantics}}(C) = \frac{\sum_{E(i) \neq 0}}{|C|},
\]

where \(|C|\) represents the number of constituent icons in C and \(T(i)\) is the concept of a constituent icon i.

Style Compatibility
Style compatibility is key to the aesthetics of compound icons. To measure style compatibility, we propose a model to learn an embedding space, where each icon is projected into an embedding vector. The closer the distance between two icons in the embedding space, the more style compatible the two icons are. Instead of using hand-crafted features, we chose to learn the style representation automatically using a convolutional neural network (CNN), inspired by successes of CNNs on related computer vision and graphics problems [25, 46, 53]. The novel insight of our training procedure is that constituent icons within a compound icon are more likely to be style compatible with each other than constituent icons from different compound icons (Figure 6). We used the Compicon1k dataset for training, since the constituent icons have been annotated for 1000 compound icons. We used a ranking formulation for training and designed a loss function to force constituent icons in the same compound icon to have a smaller distance in our embedding space than constituent icons from different compound icons.

Given two different compound icons \(C_1\) and \(C_2\), we randomly sample two constituent icons (i.e., \(i_1^1\) and \(i_1^2\)) from \(C_1\), and one icon (i.e., \(i_2\)) from \(C_2\). For each constituent icon \(i\), the style network \(S\) aims to predict a style embedding vector \(S(i)\), where the distance between \(S(i_1^1)\) and \(S(i_2)\) is constrained to be smaller than \(S(i_1^2)\) and \(S(i_2)\). More formally,

\[
D(S(i_1^1), S(i_2)) < D(S(i_1^2), S(i_2)),
\]

where \(D\) is a cosine distance function. Then, we define the following loss function over the Compicon1k dataset \(P\) as:

\[
L(P) = \sum_{C_1, C_2 \in P} \sum_{i_1^1, i_1^2 \in C_1, i_2 \in C_2} H(S(i_1^1), S(i_1^2), S(i_2)),
\]

where \(S(i_1^1) = s_1, s_2\) and \(m = 0.2\) is a margin hyperparameter.

At test-time, we can query our trained embedding space to measure the style compatibility of constituent icons \(i_1, i_2\) in a compound icon C:

\[
\mathcal{S}_{\text{style}}(C) = \frac{1 - D(S(i_1), S(i_2))}{|C|^2},
\]

Space Compatibility

Figure 7. Space templates derived from the Compicon1k dataset. We treat each constituent icon as an anchor, and all other icons within the same compound icon as placeholders (i.e., green bounding box).
we first derive the templates from the Compicon1k dataset, and arrange constituent icons according to these templates. We generate templates for each constituent icon in the Compicon1k dataset by regarding the current constituent icon as an anchor and other icons within the same compound icon as placeholders (Figure 7). We normalize all templates by fitting the anchor into a fixed-size bounding box in the center of the template. By considering all templates that have the same anchor concept (e.g., hand), we compute the mean IOU (i.e., Intersection Over Union) between all the placeholder bounding boxes. This gives us a confidence score for different placeholder locations (templates) given the anchor concept (e.g., other icons are commonly found above the hand icon). When generating new icons, we use the templates with the highest confidence. If an icon does not have a space template, we use a neighbor retrieval approach [25] to find the most similar-looking icon that does have a space template, and we adopt its template. Finally, given a pair of constituent icons $i_1, i_2$ in a compound icon $C$, we can compute a space compatibility score to represent the compatibility of the generated layout:

$$\mathcal{J}_{\text{space}}(C) = \sum_{i_1, i_2 \in C, i_1 \neq i_2} \frac{\text{IOU}(i_1^A, i_2^P)}{|C|},$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $i^A$ is the bounding box of the anchor and $i^P$ is the bounding box of the placeholder in $i$'s normalized space template.

**Final Ranking of Generated Suggestions**

To produce the final ranking over the generated compound icons in the left-most suggestion list in ICONATE (Figure 1), we calculate the overall compatibility score for a compound icon $C$ as:

$$\mathcal{J}_{\text{semantics}}(C) + \mathcal{J}_{\text{style}}(C) + \mathcal{J}_{\text{space}}(C).$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

**Sample Results**

Figure 8 shows some compound icons that were automatically generated by our computational pipeline without human intervention. We only show top-ranked icons for each compound concept. Note that our pipeline is able to generate compound icons with more than two parts (e.g., “eco tech education”). Please find more results in the supplementary video.

**EVALUATING WITH PROFESSIONALS**

We invited back the three professional designers from our previous interviews (section Understanding Icon Design Practice) to experiment with ICONATE for compound icon creation. The consistent set of participants helps us evaluate whether our system succeeds in facilitating the specific workflows we sought to model.

**Procedure and Tasks**

As before, each session was conducted via video call, lasted approximately half an hour, and was moderated by a user experience researcher. We conducted a formal concept test, probing the users’ expectations, comprehension, and perceived use of the tool. Each designer was asked to use the interface to generate icons for 3 compound concepts: "dog insurance", "fast download", and (if time allowed) "secure folder". We used a thinkaloud [47] methodology to gain insights into users’ mental models for icon generation using ICONATE. In addition to real-time usage feedback, we also conducted a post-task debrief interview, which probed the expert users’ perception of the tool’s usefulness, and at what workflow junctures it would be most useful.

**Observations**

The feedback we received was very positive. All of the designers commented on the ease of ideating and iterating on complex and abstract concepts using ICONATE. Typical design workflows require manual searches for individual words in available icon repositories (e.g., the Noun Project) for inspiration, and then manual iterations combining icons within a vector design application like Adobe Illustrator. In contrast, ICONATE speeds up the ideation process by supplying multiple concepts and combining the icons automatically. P2: "It’s convenient for sketching out quick little ideas on the fly. The value of this tool is how little thought it takes." P3 enjoyed the Style panel: "I like component-wise variations, that is something that totally blew me away." (Figure 9). P3 mentioned this fits directly into his existing workflow, as he would be similarly iterating on different styles for different component icons, but it would take significantly more effort to do so using existing icon repositories. Please find example results in the appendix. Our interface provides an efficient tool for ideation. All of the designers also commented on the usefulness of having the bookmarking option, to save snapshots of the design process, or to save a few different ideas. This is similar to "idea boards" that designers create when beginning to ideate on novel icon concepts.

While ICONATE can streamline the ideation phase as well as the process of identifying visual metaphors for queried concepts, it is not sufficient for generating the end product. Designers mentioned preferring to use familiar tools like Adobe’s Illustrator to create the final icons (P1: "I would see this more as an idea generator"). Designers often work within the style guides of specific products or clients. Future iterations of the tool can also consider style constraints specified by the designer. P2 also mentioned it would be useful to allow a designer to input their own assets/icons and iterate on compound icons with them. Although not currently supported, our computational model could be used to recalculate compatibility...
for compound icon suggestions using any input icons that the designer provides.

**EVALUATING WITH NOVICES**

Our system is designed in accordance with the workflow of design professionals. To examine how ICONATE could support novices, we conducted a user study in which we compared our system to a traditional method more familiar to novice users.

**Procedure and Tasks**

We recruited 10 participants via university mailing lists, varying in age (23 on average) and design experience (poster or slide design, minimal icon design experience). Participants were provided with a presentation slide template (Figure 10) and given the prompt: "Imagine that you are using this slide to pitch a new product that you are developing." Each slide contained placeholders for three icons, with text describing a compound concept below each placeholder. Participants were asked to design the icons using two different approaches. One approach ("traditional pipeline") was to use online icon repositories (e.g., Google, the Noun Project) and a familiar tool such as PowerPoint to lay out the icons. The other approach was to use our ICONATE system. We randomized which approach participants were instructed to use first. Each session was self-guided and remotely conducted, in which participants were asked to record their comments on their overall experience.

**Observations**

Novices’ ideation workflows using existing tools involved looking for icons by querying the given concepts. They directly used existing icons if their search query through standard icon repositories returned results (such as for "secure cloud"). Most participants selected icons based on style, choosing their favorite styles (N1, N6), or styles compatible with the rest of the slide (N7, N8, N9). If they were unable to find existing icons for the text query (e.g., the "eco tech education" in Figure 10c), some participants were stuck (N1), while others settled for a related icon that didn’t perfectly capture the intended meaning. They initiated searches for semantically-related concepts to look for inspiration or reference material. They then combined the related icons manually to produce their final results. The icons being combined were not guaranteed to match in style. Novices prioritized an icon’s semantics over its aesthetics. N2: "since an icon is used for communication, we should make sure it conveys the correct meaning.". N1: "I know that the icons I designed are not good-looking, but I have no idea of what to do next, especially for layout."

In contrast, ICONATE provided an easy-to-use tool without requiring extensive instruction or on-boarding. Participants felt our system would be generally useful for icon design. N6: "I like the tool overall, I like being able to design an icon from components". N7: "I thought the intent behind the tool is very helpful, being able to customize which visual features show up in the image ...". N9: "This website is much better than the Noun Project, because I can customize my icon using this tool. It is really practical." Participants were able to quickly generate icons they were satisfied with (< 1 min on average). Figure 11 shows example icons they created using our system, compared with those created using a traditional pipeline. Novices, who may not be adept at professional design tools, struggle to combine different icons together, especially if there are style differences. ICONATE can automate these difficult design steps for novice users, while giving them extra opportunities for customization by making iteration through style and space variations one click of a button away.

**DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS**

**Scaling up the repository.** Icons generated by ICONATE may not be sufficient for all user needs due to the limited size of our datasets. Occasionally users struggled to find a relevant icon suggestion. Users prefer to see diverse suggestions, not only for associated concepts, but also for style and layout. For example, a user (N2) wanted to use a bitcoin to represent "digital rental", but ICONATE could not support this query. However, our computational pipeline for synthesizing icons is not limited to a particular repository or icon style used. Many of our system components can be reused by substituting in a new set of training data. With larger annotated datasets, more diverse results are possible. With the help of the growing icon community (e.g., the Noun Project) and our icon annotation interface, more richly annotated datasets may be available in the near future.

**Beyond additive operations.** ICONATE generates compound icons via an additive operation on line icons. However, designer-generated icons can be the result of subtractive operations, or more complex manipulations such as morphing the shape of one icon to fit another icon (Figure 12a). Furthermore, designers often adjust the rotation and color of the constituent icons, which our system does not currently support.

**Beyond current conventions.** ICONATE treats icons from the Noun Project as conventions since professional designers regularly use this website for their design inspiration. However, blindly reusing icons or templates from one compound icon in another can lead to unrecognizable concepts (e.g., reusing the "sun" from "hot weather" to represent "hot" in "hot food" in Figure 12b). In the last examples of Figure 12b, by blindly reusing space templates from existing icons, these icons becomes visually unbalanced. Automatically judging whether an icon is valid and aesthetically pleasing is a hard
CONCLUSION
ICONATE enables the automatic generation of icons for novel or unique compound concepts with minimal human effort (Figure 8). This can not only accelerate the design process of professionals, especially for ideation, but it can also lead to new workflows within existing design tools for novices, which currently offer only fixed libraries of icons. Logo and brand design tools, user interfaces, and slide presentation applications can all benefit from giving the user more opportunities for customization and content generation on the fly. Instead of struggling to find an icon from a library that is somewhat related to the concept the user is trying to convey, our tool can directly generate new icons from user queries. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first project that solves the problem of automatic compound icon generation. Together with other recent work [12, 22, 34, 45] it paints the way forward for machine learning-driven approaches to help people visualize complex and abstract concepts, create visual shades of meaning, and communicate in an effective, memorable, and universally-understandable ways. Used appropriately, icons are a visual language that can transcend spoken language and facilitate accessibility.
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